
DIPLOMA 8 2018 / 2019 

COLLISIONS AND DISPLACEMENTS:

Architecture of Transition   



Dear prospective students: 

The world of Diploma 8 is built upon our combined experience and 

expertise in research and design, teaching and practice. It is also a 

product of several generations of dedicated students and guest 

tutors – our expansive network of contributors, from academics 

and curators to architects and artists. We all share a passion for 

ambitious quests and experiments, seeking short-term impact and 

long-term difference. 

But before we get to the brief content, a few words about the unit 

environment and teaching philosophy. 

We genuinely strive to offer you the best of different worlds, 

balancing out the advantages of a research-driven collective 

platform for new ideas on the city with an individual approach to 

rigorous design. 

In Diploma 8:

- You ask tough questions and dream big; but with clear goals 

and a sequence of crucial steps we get you to guaranteed 

results;  

- You are free to play and experiment; but with just the right 

amount of structure, method and plan, plus a rich supply of 

resources from the guest talks, exchanges, and workshops; 

- You increase intellectual and creative capacities, developing 

a year-long research thesis and a dense portfolio of beautiful 

drawings; 

- Your work boasts multiple levels and scales, with an urban 

ambition that is also communicated through architectural 

scale elements; 

- You are set on a path towards individuation, a personal 

voice and a unique style; while you become more aware of 

your contribution in relation to the long-term agendas of the 

unit, the school and the wider discipline; 

Most importantly, we take on the ultimate responsibility to 

provide you with reliable mentorship and emotional support –

to be there for you through the exhilarating moments and the 

dark patches. We make sure you maintain a sense of purpose 

and direction amidst what could be an overwhelming amount 

of inspirations, ideas and options. With compassionate 

accountability, you take charge of your decisions, discipline 

and determination, and drive yourself towards higher 

achievement. 

We would like to share with you our plans for the year ahead 

– exploring contested sites and complex briefs to tackle some 

of the most persistent problems of the European city.  Below, 

we summarise our targets, approach and process, and glimpse 

some of the anticipated outcomes and rewards. Together, with 

our hunger for knowledge, radical spirit and creative zest, we 

can prove the unique capacity of architecture to renew and 

grow from within, and to affect profound change in the cities 

and the minds of the future. 

We hope you read on, and join us! 



Urban Collisions and Displacements

This year, we will attempt to deliberately multiply two unique 

strengths of the unit: 

- to declare polemical theoretical Projects on the City that 

make inventive use of historical and disciplinary references; 

- and to develop collisions of systems, programmes and 

spaces into new hybrid types of urban architecture; 

As the wider role of architecture in our society has been rendered 

uncertain and constrained, Diploma 8 argues for the power of 

architectural imagination and the continued tradition of theoretical 

speculation. The unit will further focus its project on the European 

city, exploiting its social and spatial tensions to advance a new 

generation of urban architecture. Taking a post-dialectic and 

opportunistic approach towards various clashes between history 

and modernity, we will develop individual briefs by dissecting 

distinctly architectural problems of identity and globalisation, 

preservation and renewal, monumentality and efficiency, etc.  



Post-Condensers and Transitions

Observing such common challenges across key European centres, 

we would question ubiquitous architectural responses to urban 

paradoxes – specifically, increasingly complex, heterogeneous and 

dynamic sites. It is time to challenge what appears as the 

appropriations and shortcuts to existing models of ‘social 

condensers’ – those crucial machines for collision, intensification, 

and production of diverse urban flows and programmes, that also 

liberate their associations with established types and spatial 

platforms.  

Displacing and reshuffling the content of urban sites and 

architectural structures, we will experiment with alternative 

concepts, diagrams and forms that make a new phase in the 

evolution of ‘post-condensers’. We will test new relationships and 

cross-overs between archetypes and typologies to support multiple 

levels of transition, and once again, put architecture at the core of 

urban change.



Approach to Contexts, Journeys and Outputs

To achieve the desired richness and complexity, we will continue 

to evolve our idiosyncratic design-research methods and overall 

unit ethos. 

Between strategic engagement with social and spatial conditions 

on the “outside” and intense experimentation with design tools and 

processes on the “inside”, we will animate the project far beyond 

its early triggers. It will unfold through an exciting intellectual and 

creative “journey” – catalytic encounters with architectures past 

and present, courageous leaps between diverse methods and 

techniques, and on-going exchanges between dissenting voices, 

personal canons and provisional histories that underlie our 

architectural culture. 

As our visionary provocations would build upon variations and 

detours from the precedents, we will strengthen the inter-

connections between emerging projects and their contexts - urban 

and disciplinary. We will restore the crucial links between 

contemporary dilemmas and long-standing pursuits of form/figure 

and programme/fiction; structure/typology and element/system, 

etc. Further, re-connecting visionary projects to current pressures, 

we will demonstrate their renewed relevance and instrumentality. 



Research Thesis and Design Project

Through knowledge transfers and flights of imagination, we will 

be able to bridge our urban and architectural agendas. We will put 

forward urban manifestoes and design provocations, incisive texts 

and images, abstract and concrete drawings.  Well-known for its 

commitment to bold speculation and discourse, the unit will also 

emphasise the use of architectural design - from initial conception 

and programming to formal and technical resolution - as the 

ultimate way to articulate an ambitious conceptual project, unpack 

its finer details and dimensions, and effectively reach more 

audiences. 



TERM 1: 

SATURATION / PROVOCATIONS

Term 1 will be a time of ‘Saturation’ with multiple 

ideas, precedents and inspirations, as you begin to 

define your position on the city and the individual 

design brief for the rest of the year. We will 

accelerate your progress using sequence of shorter 

research-design Exercises. 

These will entail the production of urban visions and 

architectural hypotheses, while building up your 

theoretical and practical arsenal – as you gain both 

sharper awareness of contemporary reality as well as 

deeper knowledge of architectural history.



Social Condensers and Visionary Projects

Early work will immerse you in the vast archive of historical 

precedents, effectively “saturating” your project space with some 

of the brightest and most dramatic instances of modernisation of 

the city. You will start by choosing one pivotal project to redefine 

a crucial moment in the alternative history of the social condensers 

– ranging from the collective platforms of Russian Constructivists 

to the Dutch narrative- and function-mixers, from the British 

megastructures to the global hyper-buildings. Moving from quick 

intuitive variations to more considered ideological oppositions to 

the originals, you will develop your own follow-up version as a 

particular “post-condenser”. At that time, you will also begin to 

select sub-strands of architectural debates that you would like to 

explore further. (For example, the return of the interest in the 

architectural Object and Building; the lingering distrust of Bigness 

and megastructure; or the ambivalence with regards to the “social 

machines” and diagrams.) 

In the second exercise, you will explore these issues within the 

wider picture, and increase the scope of your research. You will 

re-contextualise and further expand the project by using longer 

“streams” of visionary urban projects, while nurturing diverse 

friendships and alliances (from Leonidov to Ungers and Koolhaas; 

from Superstudio to Dogma and E2A). You will track key points 

of contention, locate unlikely associations, exploit denials and 

“blind-spots” as hidden areas of opportunity. This will help you lay 

a much more resilient foundation for your individual year-long 

brief. At the same time, you will unleash your visionary spirit, as 

you dissect, layer and stir your representations of urban space and 

organisation. From this, you will further revise the post-condenser 

as both an architectural structure and an urban device.



Urban Agency and the European City

At this stage, we will turn our full attention to the urban drive and 

agency of your ideas. We will continue mastering further texts and 

projects on the city. However, the third exercise will allow you to 

test urban settings as both victims and beneficiaries of your 

provocations, as we move across the built contexts of the European 

cities.  

Our unit trip to Italy during the Open Week of Term 1, with a 

focus on Milan, will not only give you an opportunity to practice 

first-hand the key methods of urban analysis and projection that we 

will introduce in the unit. We will also begin to sample specific 

instances of recent mixed-use developments within the historical 

fabric. We will critically approach the transplants into the central 

business districts, post-industrial cultural factories and expos, as 

well as programmatic “injections” on the basis of malls and 

museums. We start with the Italian city as one constrained by 

heritage and tradition, but also offering important lessons in 

ingenious makeovers, conversions and global integration. 

However, we will quickly extend our unit conversation to other 

locales, with further optional trips and personal site visits to your 

city-of-choice later in the year. 



Armed with all these resources, you will be ready to put forward a 

theoretical position on the city (Urban Manifesto) and a visionary 

project (Design Provocation). Following diagnostics of the most 

symptomatic tension points, we will explore their alternative 

futures as sites of radical displacement – to make the most of the 

clashes between old and new, erasures and super-impositions, 

programs and infrastructures. You will use the full power of 

architectural imagination in our trade-mark “provocations” (tight 

packages of text, image, drawing and diagram), while also thinking 

of their wider consequences. For the term jury, you will be able to 

reflect on the cumulative result of all the research and trials, and 

present your key architectural ideas with clarity and conviction. 



TERM 2: 

EXPERIMENTATION / 

MULTIPLIERS

In term 2, we will move from ‘Saturation’ with 

various ideas and precedents to an intense phase of 

design ‘Experimentation’. We will enter the messy 

and fluid space of a design laboratory, where we will 

continuously challenge and iteratively re-work our 

methods, tools and products.

Having forged essential connections and vital 

“threads” to the expanded project contexts, you will 

be able to fully focus on specifically architectural 

problems, and draw tighter boundaries around the 

emerging body of work. You will focus on 

generating a catalogue of essential design elements 

and their prototypes. 



Loose Methods

To increase the design resolution, we will engage full-on with 

diverse formal and programmatic inputs and outputs - crucial for 

the ultimate “post-condenser” performance. 

We will continue to digest further ideas and projects, looking at 

how others approach these key design domains (Form and 

Program), and especially how their inter-relationships (Tight and 

Loose Fit) defined various design methods (from Rossi to Price 

and Archigram; from Eisenman to Koolhaas; from Woods and Lai 

to Sanaa and Fujimoto). However, in Term 2 we will emphasise 

their immediate design applications, clashes and mis-uses – freeing 

you to play and experiment with fresh ways of diagramming and 

modelling, translation and synthesis. 

In line with our preferred ‘loose methods’, you will learn to 

quickly access and then inter-weave various dominant approaches -

from social and diagrammatic machines to types, themes and 

analogies; from technological morphogenesis to cultural 

mythologies; etc. Through quick swaps, switches and substitutions, 

you will define your own emerging methodology, and will be in a 

much better position to handle the increasing complexity of the 

project.



Typologies / Archetypes

While the main focus will be on design of the architectural scale 

elements, we will also continue to develop broader theoretical 

position on the catalysts for the city. Our matured intellectual 

frameworks will let us best assess the intermediate results from the 

design lab and prepare for the subsequent synthesis and integration 

stage. 

Here, we will try to consider our emerging structures not only as a 

variety of processors, transistors, or intensifiers for a diversity of 

urban programmes, but also as a step in evolution of urban 

typologies and archetypes. We will try to evaluate and further push 

our transitional typologies and collapsed archetypes, thinking in 

terms of historical revisions and the impact they can make on the 

city today.



TERM 3 / INTEGRATION

KEY OUTCOMES

Moving to the final stage of ‘Integration’, we will 

consider how to best pull together and package the 

vast catalogues of urban concepts and design 

prototypes. 

In view of our larger theoretical ambitions, we will 

review our work on urban junctions and transfers as 

well as architectural elements and typologies, and 

consciously embed them in expanded Projects on the 

City. 



Integration / Key Design Plates and Models

Your final design outcomes will combine multiple levels and 

scales of work, linking collections of architectural highlights with 

vast urban ambitions – nesting several projects-within-projects. 

The design focus will be on deployment and activation, as you 

choose to further illustrate the impact of select elements on the 

immediate areas and the larger urban organisations. It will also be 

an exciting time of trying and tuning the conventions of visual 

representation, and locating the unique mixtures of maps, 

diagrams, drawings and images that suit your project the most. 

Your final set of synthetic and collapsed drawings will highlight 

how your evolved “post-condensers” might perform in multiple 

domains – built and imagined, concrete and abstract – and trigger 

direct change in the way we think about and work within the city 

of the future.



Integration / Design Project and Thesis 

However, it is important to stress that we would approach 

‘integration’ not only as a final design proposal (with the attendant 

set of projection drawings and a key physical model), but also as 

an intellectual contribution to discourse (with concluding writings 

and speeches). 

This will be particularly important as we approach the juries, tables 

and other external examinations of your work. A strong sense of 

context and relevance, clear argument, and critical reflection on 

your own production will be key. And even before we get to the 

final public judgment stages within the AA, you would have 

received crucial feedback from all the exchange sessions 

throughout the year, with several academics and practitioners 

(from London and Rotterdam to Milan). 



Combined Outcomes

In the end, we will strive to best integrate our year-long outputs not 

only through carefully curated set of final synthetic drawings and 

models, but also well-edited year books. This way, some of your 

best architectural discoveries would support your much broader 

theoretical position on the city.

Finally for us, the curation of exhibitions and the construction of 

books – these primary historical platforms for broadcasting and 

exchange of the visionary projects – will need to be done most 

consciously and deliberately. We will aspire towards skilfully 

packaged and carefully crafted outputs, to support your 

presentations within the AA and to disseminate and market your 

ideas elsewhere. 
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Preliminary Schedule:

TERM 1: 

Week 1: Unit Introductions / First Unit Meeting (Exercise 1 issued 

/ Case studies chosen)

Week 2 - 3: 

Exercise 1: “Disciplinary Variations and Post-Condensers”

Week 2: Seminar: Social Condensers / Alternative Histories

Working Session: Streams of Precedents; Working Pin-Up.

Week 3: Workshop: Form and Program Analysis and Synthesis

Final Pecha-Kucha (20 slides / 5 min) – student presentations

*Date tbc – Guest Talk: Form / Program

Week 4-5: 

Exercise 2: “Visionary Projects and the European City”

Week 4: Seminar: Condensers and Urban Visions 

Week 5: Workshop: The Elements of the European City 

Pin-Up + Review Exercises 1 + 2

Seminar/Exchange in preparation to the trip: Urban Collisions and 

Sample Sites in Milan 

Week 6 (Open Week): Unit trip to Italy (with the focus on Milan; 

full details tbc).

*Date tbc – Guest Talk: Visionary Projects

Week 7-11: Submission of Post-trip “Urban Catalogues” 

(summarising the field-work and case-studies) 

Exercise 3: “Urban Manifestoes and Design Provocations”

Week 7: Lecture – Disciplinary / Visionary Projects

Week 9: Guest Workshop: How to Make a Provocation (Texts, 

Images, Diagrams and Drawings)

Show and Tell (student presentations and exchange)

Week 10: Urban Manifestoes and Design Briefs – review and 

revise

Seminar: City “Portraits” and Key Case-Studies from the 

European Cities

Week 11: Preparation of the research booklets for the Term 1; 

Urban Thesis texts in progress.

First TS5 proposals due

Week 12: Final Jury

* Details tbc – Winter Break and/or Spring Break: individual 

student trips to the European city of choice (optional, but highly 

recommended)

TERM 2:

Week 1: Pin-Up (urban research, sites analyses, revised 

provocation and plan of attack)

TS5 –proposal and initial research.

Week 2 - 10: 

Term 2 Brief: “Design Laboratory: Form, Program and The 

Elements of Post-Condensers” 

Week 2: Seminar: Form / Program, Tight and Loose Fit, the Role 

of the Diagram

Week 3: Workshop: Architectural Elements 

Internal review

Interim TS Tables (5th Years) 

Week 4: Combined tutorials at theAA (Details tbc).

Week 5 (Open Week): Guest Workshop for Unit/TS5: Elements 

and Frameworks

Week 6: Mid-Term Jury 

Week 7:  Seminar: Difficult Wholes: Compositions, Systems and 

Assemblages

Guest Digital Workshop: Advanced Representation / Design 

Prototypes Week 8:  Tutorials

Week 9: 4th Year Previews

Week 10: 5th Year Previews

Week 11: Round table review / Tutorials to make plans for the 

break 

(*Dates tbc: Optional trip to Rotterdam, Netherlands + OMA 

office)



People: 

Unit Master: Maria Fedorchenko

Maria has run this unit since 2010, in both Intermediate and 

Diploma Schools. She is teaching at the AA since 2008, and has 

been involved in HTS, Housing & Urbanism and the Visiting 

School Programmes. She previously taught at UC Berkeley, 

UCLA and CCA since 2003. She holds an M. A. in Architecture 

from UCLA, M. Arch. from Princeton University, and a Dip. Arch. 

from Moscow Institute of Architecture. 

Primarily an educator and theorist with key publications focusing 

on diagram and infrastructure, she is also a co-founder of Plakat

Platform (www.plakat-platform.one), an urban consultant and a 

co-director of Fedorchenko Studio. She aim to redefine what it 

means to be a cultural practitioner today, and is interesting in ways 

to sustain visionary thinking about the city.

Tutor: Bozar Ben Zeev

Bozar is a practicing architect with experience in offices such as 

MAD and OMA (on-going). He is interested in politics and 

philosophy and their overlap with architecture and urbanism. His 

projects and writing have been published internationally. Bozar

has also been involved in academia, most notably as a visiting 

critic and guest tutor at the AA. He holds a Diploma from the AA, 

and a Bachelor of Science in Architecture (Hons) from the TU 

Delft. 

Guest Lecturers, workshop tutors:

Maridia Kafetzopoulou; Marina Lathouri, and HCT students; 

Sabrina Morreale / Lorenzo Perri (Lemonot); Vidhya

Pushpanathan; Gleb Sheykin; Manolis Stavrakakis

Select academic collaborations (UCL Bartlett, Univeristy of 

Westminster, Milan Polytechnico; full list tbc.)

TERM 3:

Week 1: TS5 Final Submission 

Week 2-7: Process Jury (Revised Design Proposals; TS 

Integration)

Term 3 Brief: “Integrating Thesis and Project” 

Week 2: Seminar: Activating the Design Project, Spatial and 

Cultural Consequences

Week 3: Guest Workshop: Synthetic Hybrid Drawings and Images 

Week 4: Workshop: The Book as a Project 

*Date tbc – Guest Talk: Visionaries and Their Books

‘Anchor’ (Essential) Plates and Models – Full Proposal Due

Portfolio Review – Rehearsal Presentations

Week 5: Final Jury (Table Format)

Week 6: Workshop: Physical Urban Models

Week 7: Portfolio Review – Rehearsal Presentations

4th Year End of Year Reviews

Week 8: Diploma Committee

Week 9: External Examination (ARB/RIBA Part 2)

Exhibition Preparation


